
Outstanding hotels – always with  
exceptional comfort. In Europe and North America.

In good hands at Union Investment.
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Martin Schaller
Department Head of Asset Management Hospitality / Union Investment

“Representing assets of around EUR 5.2 billion, hotels are the third lar
gest property type in our funds. Our responsibility is correspondingly 
great. We operate at multiple levels across markets, properties and hotel 
concepts – and have an indepth understanding of each of these disci
plines. Our expertise allows us to balance the interests of all stakeholders 
and ensure the ongoing commercial success of our hotels.”
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Whether in Hamburg, Paris or New York City  
hotel markets function differently and are in a 
constant state of flux. Guest behaviour is also 
become increasingly diverse and changeable. 
This leads to the creation of new hotel concepts –  
and also means that established hotel products 
have to constantly reinvent themselves. 

Our interdisciplinary asset management team 
actively helps to shape these change processes.  
Alongside our deep knowledge of the market 
and the property aspects of hotels, we under
stand the operational realities of hotel manage

ment. With 63 hotel properties in 26 major cities,  
we have one of the largest hotel portfolios of 
any German fund manager. Our holdings cover  
almost every category, from budget through to 
upscale.

Shared success

The value of a hotel property is directly related to 
the commercial success of the underlying hotel 
business. Accordingly, we see ourselves as stra
tegic partners of our tenants and hotel operators. 

Our experience pays off

Global tourism has been on the rise for years, while international real estate markets are also booming. Hotels benefit 
from these trends and are more popular than ever with institutional investors. But the hotel industry is complex. 
Growth in this segment requires active management and strong partnerships based on mutual trust.

Based on hotel concepts carefully aligned with 
market requirements, we work together to create 
the foundation for longterm success – both for 
our tenant’s business and for our property invest
ment. Our partners benefit throughout from our 
strong understanding of these specialist proper
ties, including: 

•  the complex relationship between property 
markets, hotel markets and tourism markets,

• the operational aspects of running a hotel, 

•  the property lifecycle and associated sustain
ability requirements, 

•  innovative operator concepts, contract struc
tures and guest trends.

A hotel lease can be filed away for 20 years or 
actively managed. We have successfully chosen 
the latter approach for over 40 years. 

Pullman Berlin Schweizerhof, Berlin, Germany
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LondonHouse, Chicago, USA

Adding value, securing future viability 

Longterm property quality and the ongoing de
velopment of hotel products are very important 
to us. As such, we carry out refurbishment pro
grammes designed to boost sustainability and 
have our properties certified. This focus reflects 
the growing importance of environmental issues 
and energy efficiency in the hotel industry. We 
also keep a close eye on emerging trends and 
take the relevant changes onboard, whether they 
involve hybrid contract structures, threeparty  
arrangements, new booking systems, décor chan
ges or brand concepts.

Towards the end of a hotel lease, we take time
ly action together with our partners to develop a 
customised concept for strategically repositioning 
the investment and ensuring its future. Because 
one thing is certain: it’s not just about the site. 
For a hotel to be successful in the long term, the 
concept, location and operator need to be per
fectly aligned.

The hotel industry is under increasing pressure. 
Accepted marketing and pricing strategies are 
being undermined by new players, such as online 
travel agencies. Hotel companies are increasingly 
focusing on their role as licensor and marketing  
platform. The added value provided by a brand is 
now key. For investors like us, this means chan ges 
around stakeholder positions, influencing factors, 
contract partners and structures.

What doesn’t change is our commitment. We 
use standardised financial control and analysis 

methods to help us identify relevant market forc
es and evaluate factors such as financial perfor
mance, maintenance work or operator concept. 
Periods where bookings will be low – during  
refurbishment work, for example – can be sim
ulated in advance using scenario analyses, mak
ing it pos sible to adjust existing business plans 
accordingly. Thanks to our active management 
strategy, we not only ensure reliable returns,  
we also offer our partners a high degree of 
planning security.

Balancing interests – managing opportunities and risks

European hotel markets remain dynamic. In response, our highly specialised asset management team continuously 
monitors all profitability factors and liaises closely with our business partners. Standardised processes and innovative 
tools ensure maximum planning certainty both for the hotels and our funds.
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Geographic distribution of hotel portfolio*

France
Valuation in EUR m: 165.6
Properties: 2

Spain
Valuation in EUR m: 42.8
Properties: 1

Poland
Valuation in EUR m: 147.6
Properties: 4

Austria
Valuation in EUR m: 117.0
Properties: 4

Belgium 
Valuation in EUR m: 120.3

Properties: 4

Germany
Valuation in EUR m: 3,485.1
Properties: 38

Netherlands
Valuation in EUR m: 181.0
Properties: 3

UK
Valuation in EUR m: 139.0
Properties: 2

USA
Valuation in EUR m: 805.2
Properties: 5

* In the case of mixeduse properties the full value in accordance with investment law accounting requirements has been disclosed
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up the refurbishment programme together and  
collaboratively assigned responsibility for the  
individual aspects of the project.

“By securing a long-term commit-
ment to the property by Hilton, one 
of the leading tenants in our hotel 
portfolio, we are ensuring the hotel’s 
continued positive performance.”
Martin Schaller, Department Head of Asset Management  
Hospitality, Union Investment

Ahead of the upgrading work, the Asset Manage
ment Hospitality team, working closely with Real 
Estate Project Management, contributed its ex
pertise around structuring complex contractual  
relationships in the hotel and construction sector. 
The upgrading work and optimised use of space 
are expected to increase the hotel’s earning pow
er and therefore also the rent payable.

The Hilton Munich City is a landmark building in 
Haidhausen, the artists’ quarter of Munich, close 
to Rosenheimer Platz square and the Gasteig cul
tural centre. Major tourist attractions, such as the 
Deutsches Museum and the old town, are within 
easy reach of the hotel. The 490room property  
is one of the largest hotels in Union Investment’s 
portfolio.

At the end of 2016, the Asset Management Hospi
tality team succeeded in agreeing a new general  
lease with Hilton, thereby securing the famous 
brand’s longterm commitment to the location. 
The new lease was made possible by an agree
ment between the two sides to plan and imple
ment a comprehensive refurbishment of the hotel, 
to be completed by 2019.

The special challenge of the upgrading project is 
that all work will be carried out without closing 
the hotel, thereby enabling the property to con
tinue generating valuable rental income. The ob
jective is to modernise the fabric and design of 

the building and also to ensure a high degree of 
sustainability. Upon completion of the refurbish
ment work, highquality sustainability certification 
will be sought for the hotel.

The project includes upgrading the building  
services, complete refurbishment of the rooms  
(including the bathrooms), kitchens and corridors, 
and remodelling of the eating areas and confer
ence space. Union Investment and Hilton drew  

Modernisation during ongoing operation

Even the best hotels eventually need updating. The Hilton Munich City opened in 1989 and has been part of Union 
Investment’s portfolio since 1998. In order to continue meeting the demanding requirements of the Hilton brand and 
hotel guests in Munich, the hotel is currently being fully refurbished.

Hilton Munich City, Munich, Germany
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Our hotel portfolio – a snapshot

Key facts and figures of our hotel 
portfolio (including projects)

•  63 hotels in 26 major business centres 
(Europe and North America)

•   Total includes 38 hotel properties in Germany

•   Budget and midrange hotels plus highend 
hotels

•  Approx. 16,900 rooms, 1.2 million sqm of 
space

•  Internationally leading hotel operators only

Courtyard by Marriott, New York City, USA

The Porter Hotel – Curio Collection by Hilton, Portland, USA Hyatt Place Frankfurt Airport, Frankfurt / M., Germany

Hotel Meliã, ParisLa Défense, FranceHoliday Inn City Nord, Hamburg, Germany
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